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FROM THE EDITOR

Dear Reader,
When we were deciding on the cover art for this year's Spectrum, the
editorial staff was fascinated by Mary Arteche's work "Astonishment," taken
from a photo of herself as a child. The girl's face is canght in an ambiguons
moment somewhere between wonder, awe and shock. Or perhaps she has just
opened her mouth to speak or even sing. It is the true self-portrait

of every

artist and writer because creative people do not leave behind their childish
transparent expressions-their
faces remain enraptured in that moment of
both wonder and song.
As we grow up the shocks oflife may become darker, more complicated,
more rich and subtle and so our song requires more notes, more instruments,
more theory and practice; and yet the best writers never lose their sense of
shock. For then the world never becomes a dull place, and every small object
holds them and their readers with fascination.
We hope you fmd in these pages the same magic we felt while reading
them ourselves. As young adults we are in line for the steam roller of the
mundane-perhaps
these writers have bought us a little more time.
Sincerely,
Ryan Pendell, editor

LETTER FROM THE JUDGE
Dear Reader,
Many seasons ago, when I was introducing

program

the poets~in-the-schools

to Nebraska classrooms, a perky fourth-grader

asked me to define,

once and for all, what exactly a poem is. I didn't have one of my own, so
I relied upon defmitions offered by others-Robert
Frost ("a momentary
stay against confusion") and Alexander Pope ("what oft is thought but ne' er
so well expressed") and a couple of other dead poets. The student who had
posed the question seemed unimpressed.
She wanted a defmition from the
one whom the teacher had introduced as a living poet; she would settle for
nothing less.
I begged off. I told her I didn't have a defmition of my own, but I added
that if she would give me twenty-four

hours I'd have one when I retruned

for

our second session. I promised. I crossed my heart.
The next day I offered her not one, but two, definitions, each prompted
a deep concern that the young lady might decapitate me if! returned

by

without

keeping my word. "A poem is a tight assembly of words that nibble the
edge of something vast," I told her, hoping that the rest of the class might be
eavesdropping. Before she could respond, I gave her the second definition: "A
poem is an attitude looking for something solid to sit on."
We spent most of the class period talking about the defmition. What does
"tight assembly" mean? Why "nibble"? Why not "devour" or "swallow whole"?
And how does on,e know whether something is "vase? And how can an attitude
sit on "something solid"? And what do we mean by "something solid,' anyway?
We had a good time, and I believe that the session was productive, though
my own defmitions, like Frost's and Pope's, were splendidly inadequate and
evasive. Even so, I think of them now and then, and to some extent they help
me when I am working on my poems.
And I also think of them when I am in the nervous position of judging the
work of others-as,

for example, the poems and stories in this collection.

All of them are winners. They nibble at the edges of significant subjects,
most of which are solid. They are free of pretension and academic flap doodle.
They reveal voices that are clear and compelling. And they reflect attitudes
that derive from their physical subjects. And, too, as in the truly splendid
poem, "Mother," they often handle metaphor with genuine and unobtrusive

skill. I should mention also that the pieces, the poems especially, reflect honest
sentiment without lapsing into sentimentality. And I was honestly surprised and
delighted that the poems, none of them, resorted to preaching.
Choosing winners when all of the works are winners is both audacious
and humbling.

But I made choices, and I'II stick by them forever-or

change my mind, which I often do. In any case, I fmd it downright

until I
uplifting

to know that so many young writers are out there nibbling, out there
exploring and testing their attitudes and insights with words that are tightly
and thoughtfully assembled.
-William
William

Kloqkorn

if EU81ish at

proiessor

Kloefkorn

has been the Nebraska State Poet since 1982. He recently retired as a
Nebraska Wesl:rQn University in Lincoln. He has published both fiction

and memoir, as well as numerious books

1poetry.
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KAYLI KING

Broken
DELLSATATHERDESKand pulled out a small bag of communion

wafers.

She liked to eat them when she was deep in thought, working hard trying
to create a new recipe for her weekly column and in desperate need of a
mid-afternoon
a cream-colored

snack. She searched for the Ziploc bag that was filed away in
folder at the back of her bottom

drawer. The purple seal

separated into red and blue as she opened the bag. She had started taking
them out of the box and hiding them about three months ago, after her
roommate had seen them.
She had no idea Jam ie would be that upset when she saw the opened box
of wafers in the pantry. Jamie was a minister's daughter, Baptist to the core.
She never even took wafers. Their church used pieces of real bread, usually
baked by an elderly lady who still had the time to do that sort of thing.
"I'm not doing anything religious," Dell had said. "1 just like the taste."
Jamie paused for a moment,

taking a minute to comprehend

that Dell was

eating communion wafers for a snack. "You can't do that," Jamie said.
Some rehgions think cows are sacred, and you eat hamburgers all the
II

time," Dell r-eplied.
"It's not the same," Jamie said, abruptly leaving the room.
Jamie was working at the bank now; leaving Dell alone in their house.
Dell was glad to work at home. The office of the Verona Herald made her
uneasy. Every time she went into the printers, the middle-aged, unmarried
secretary Vickie would try to get her to stop and chat. She gossiped about
the town events that weekend, rhapsodized about the sales at the Wal-Mart
two towns away, and bemoaned the physical condition of her pet Pomeranian.
Vickie always bleached her teeth and flashed an extra big smile when she said,
"Goodbye Delphinium."

Not even Dell's mother called her that any more.

Dell thought maybe she should get a pet too, but she didn't have time to
care for a pet. She also had the idea that Jamie wouldn't like it. Not that it
mattered. Jamie was sure to he married soon; she had a serious boyfriend.
From what Dell heard, her tall blonde roommate had always had some sort of
boyfriend. Jamie's father, the pastor, referred to them sequentially by letter.
"1 saw boyfriend G the other day," he had said once when he came to visit.
[ 101
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Dell had wondered

what would happen if he reached the end of the alphabet.

Would he begin again withAA or At? She almost hoped one of Jam ie's
boyfriends would share a label with steak sauce.
When the girls had moved in together, in response to Dell's
advertisement, Jamie made sure to mention the temporariness of the
arrangement.

She just needed to get away from home until her boyfriend

proposed.

Jamie was certain she was going to marry Eddie) the Air Force

mechanic.

It seemed serious to Dell, so serious that she always called him by

his Christian

name, "Edward."

"Hello Edward," Dell said when she answered the phone.
"Stop that," Jamie grabbed for the receiver.
"If he's going to be your husband, he's got to be more dignified than an
'Eddie,''' Dell maintained,
Jamie was

110t

fmally handing over the telephone.

amused.

Dell, on the other hand, had been in only one relationship.

The young

man, another aspiring writer, left her for a published essayist. Left with
nothing more than a few amusing ex-boyfriend anecdotes that were sent
unsuccessfully

to the New Yorker, Dell decided men were too much trouble.

Instead of going to a convent, which she couldn't do because she wasn't even
remotely

Catholic, she looked for a job at a newspaper

that would leave

her plenty of time to write and think. She took the job in Verona, Kansas,
because it simultaneously reminded her of Shakespeare and her great aunt,
both deceased individuals she greatly adinired.
She had been raised by her Great Aunt Verona until she was ten, and her
aunt's health began to fail. When she couldn't care for her anymore, Aunt
Verona had her pastor drive them to the bus stop so Dell could return to her
mother in Chicago. "Jesus will never leave you," her aunt had said. She sent
Dell away "With a worn New Testam ent and a tin full of homemade cookies.
Dell accidentally lost the Bible on the bus, and she threw the cookies away
Verona loved to bake for her family and friends but was a terrible cook.
Elderly and forgetful, she could never remember what ingredients she'd
added. Those had tasted like too much flour.
Dell's mother took her hack, and Dell learned how to care for herself. She
came home from school early. Books spread across the kitchen table, Dell
scrihbled through her homework while sucking on peppermints from a small
red bowl she kept filled for that very purpose.

She ate a quick droner, something

she heated or made herself. When it got dark, she'd snuggle under the covers,
almost asleep, until her mother slammed the door announcing her late arrival.
Dell had missed her aunt, but she eventually got used to the new routine.
[11 ]
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She'd been thinking a lot abontVerona

lately; perhaps it had to do with the

name of the town that was posted everywhere. The Verona City Park, with its
bright orange merry-go-round.

The tall white Verona Grain Elevator, with a

large yellow shaft of wheat painted on the side. The ridiculous Verona Cafe,
with framed pictures of Italian streets covering the walls and naked cupids the
elderly proprietor covered with fake grape leaves. In spite of its exotic name,
the small midwestern town hadn't inspired her to do much writing. She was,
however, memorizing Shakespeare. Her goal was to learn all of Romeo and
Juliet before leaving Verona. She liked the irony.
Dell popped a communion wafer into her mouth. They were dry but tasty.
She had ordered online of course, a new type of wafer with the imprint of a
youthful shepherd that was advertised as, "Whole wheat, more flavorful!" The
ad was true. Jamie had been so upset, but it was just bread-marketed

like

any other product. Dell half-contemplated pouring a small glass of wine to
drink with her snack, but all she had was cooking sherry. Besides, she didn't
like the taste of alcohol, and she wasn't that sacrilegious.
Dell began to list a string of ingredients for her recipe.
OF

She wrote" CREAM

MUSHROOMSOUP"on the top of her notebook in small capital letters, the

only readable handwriting she could produce. It was time for a convenience
food, and all easv-to-rnake recipes contained cream of mushroom soup.
The women of Verona always enjoyed the opportunil)' for a new casserole.
Jamie said they liked to take them to church potlucks, events Dell vaguely
remembered attending with her aunt when she was young.
Soon Dell had a decent list, covering several food groups and long enough
for experimentation.

She started tinkering in the kitchen, turning on

burners, pulling out food and pans, reciting Shakespeare, and munching on
wafers the whole time. Intent on ber work, she ahnost didn't hear the sound
of Jamie's high heels on the wooden porch.
Dell quickly shoved the communion wafers behind the toaster and turned
from the stove, brandishing her wooden spoon as Jamie opened the door.
" Gentlemen, for shame, forbear this outrage! Tybalt, Mercutio, the prince
expressly hath forhidden bandying in Verona streets," Dell pointed her spoon
at Jamie to emphasize her point and pieces ofhrowned

hamburger

fell to the

kitchen floor. "Good evening, wilt thou sup with me?" Dell asked.
"Sure," said Jamie, walking briskly to her room.

Dell was puzzled.

Usually Jamie ridiculed Dell's cooking experiments and made fun of her
acting like a Shakespearian lunatic. Her bedroom door shut loudly; it didn't
slam, because Jamie never slammed her door.
Dell mumbled Shakespeare as she tilted the frying pan and guided the
[12 ]
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hamburger

into an amber-tinted

casserole

pan. Jamie was shuffiing around in

her room. Dell quickly added the other ingredients and sprinkled her bags of
specially seasoned breadcrumbs all top of the mixture. Once the pan was in
the oven and the dishes turning the sink water the color of bland cocoa, she
went back to her office to record the proportions of her ingredients and the
ostentatiously titled, "PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS." She was getting quite good at
it. Cookbook writer had never been her ambition, and it didn't have nearly the
flare of the great American novel, but maybe she should capitalize on her success.
The office was closer to Jamie's room, and Dell thought she heard her crying.

Dell decided to finish her article and ask Jamie about it over dinner.
wasn't very good at talking anyway-not

Dell

seriously. After she broke the gravy

boat to her aunt's antique tea set, she had crawled into her bed, lying in a
nearly motionless ball curled around a feather pillow.
"Need anything," her aunt had said.

"N0/' she replied.
"Okay," her aunt sat down on the bed next to her, hand resting on her
head, absent-mindedly fIddling with Dell's hair and singing "Jesus Loves Me."
"Dinner," said Dell, calling loudly from the end of the hallway so she

didn't have to walk into Jamie's room.

Dell returned

turned off the oven. The casserole smelled promising.

to the kitchen and
She slid the chipped

plates out of the cupboard, hand-me-downs from Jamie's mother, the pastor's
wife. Dell liked the light green finish. outmoded as it was; the color was cool
and comforting. The glasses, Dell's favorite jelly jars, didu't match, but none
of their cups did. Jamie wasn't coming.
Dell turned off the oven, wiped her hands on her pants, and went to find
Jamie. The closed door was cold when Dell pressed her cheek to it, listening.
There was only the sound of creaking bedsprings. Dell knocked loudly and
opened the door. Jamie had definitely been crying, smothering her head with
a fuzzy yellow afghan in order to muffle the sound. Now she was worn out,
staring at Dell with strings from the blanket yarn stuck in her tousled hair. Dell
sat on the edge of the bed. "Okay?" she asked, wondering if Edward had become
another letter in Jamie's father's alphabetical catalogue.
Staring at the Venetian blinds, Jamie didn't say anything. Dell continued
to sit, smelling the casserole and reminding herself that the oven was off so
dinner should be fme.
"We should eat," said Dell.

"I'm pregnant," said Jamie.
Dell thought about Jamie's thin frame growing noticeably round.

She

thought of Jamie's short, authoritative father, and the small steeple on the church
[13 ]
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he shepherded.

She didn't know the man, but regardless of the intensity of Ins

initial reartion, she knew he would be unhappy. Dell's grandfather had prartically
disowned her mother when she told him she was pregnant. AuntVerona had,
fortunately, stepped in to quell the storm and support the child. In spite of this, Dell
still had a mother who was ashamed to take care of her, to fulfill her responsibility.
"Dell?" asked Jamie.
Dell was silent. "Jesus will never leave you, right?" a voice similar to her
aunt's materialized

from nowhere,

though Dell formed the phrase as more of

a question than an assurance.
Jamie nodded.
''I'm here too," said Dell, shrugging her shoulders.

She put her hand on

Jamie's afghan-covered legs.
"Thanks," said Jamie.
"We should eat dinner," said Dell. "I'll wait for you in the kitchen."
Dell went into the warm kitchen and began pouring milk into the
glasses. She wasn't sure she had said the right thing. Was there a right thing?
She sucked a drop of milk off her thum b and pulled on her oven mitts.
Jamie entered and sat wearily at the head of the table, still clutching the
afghan around her shoulders. Dell rubbed her m ittened hands together in
anticipation

before flinging open the oven door. She took out the casserole,

set it grandly on the stove. .and looked at it, aghast.
"I'm not sure you want to eat this," said Dell. Intent on remembering
act three of Shakespeare, she must have mistaken the Ziploc of communion
wafers for the second bag of bread crumbs.

Brown semi-circles

of shepherds stuck out from the more secular topping.
Jamie shed her afghan on the chair and came to look.

with portions

She started giggling,

then laughing.
"How did you manage this?" asked Jamie.
"I'm not sure," Dell said.
Jamie dished up a plateful of casserole, still giggling. "We have to see what
it tastes like," she said.
Dell smiled and scooped a helping onto her own plate, shaking her head at
herself. They sat down at the table, laughing every time they looked at their plates
or at each other. Jamie finally quieted and looked intently at the casserole. "Hold
on," she said. She went to her room and came back carrying a Bible.
"Read this," said Jamie, handing Dell the book and pointing to a verse.
instinctively, Dell bowed her head and read, "When he had given
thanks, he broke it and said, 'TIns is my body, winch is for you; do this in
remembrance of me." ~
[ 14 J
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A Fortunate Day
SHEOPENS THEDOOR to The Chinese Lantern, trailing Marc by a few yards.
He jingles his keys as they walk toward the hostess, but she tries to ignore the
sound. He's already talking about the chicken, red hot with shriveled peppers
that he will swallow in one gulp. The dinner buffet is what brings him to
Topeka. Though it is $3.00 more expensive than lunch, it has clams still in
the shell with little orange something-or-others.
The restaurant is dark except for the pools of light emanating from the
buffet-warming lamps and the glow of hanging green lanterns that cast shadows
on the wall by their booth. The waitress brings tea and diet soda in tall plastic
glasses. Marc takes a large drink of soda and stares across the table. She

fishes out her lemon with a knife and squeezes it three times into her tea.
Marc slides slowly across his seat to get up and go to the buffet.
harely fits in the booth.

He

Even without regular trips to The Chinese Lantern,

Marc has gained a few pounds. He has always been hefty. The first time
he took her to a restaurant (one of those nice sit-down places, a first date
restaurant)

he ordered the largest steak on the menu.

She watched stunned

as he single-mindedly sliced, stabbed, and swallowed pieces of meat.
didn't even add A 1. He recently joined a recreational foothallieague-

He

another reason to bulk up. She isn't sure how he makes it down the field.
The buffet has shrimp 10 mein, sauteed vegetables, and fried rice that she
arranges in perfect proportions on her plate. She sits and pauses to admire
her handiwork. There are occasional chunks of cooked egg in the rice. She
likes the rice with carrots and peas but hates large chunks of egg-they're
color of the urine she processed today in the lab.
"Work is fme," he says. "The plant at Claycomo has a new rule that only
people driving Fords to work can park in the front lot." She thinks that's
logical. It wouldn't do to have a bunch of employees driving Chevys or
Kias without at least a slap on the wrist.

But she doesn't say this. Between

mouthfuls of crab rangoon, Marc talks about a buddy who has to leave for
work ten minutes earlier in order to walk all the way from the far lot.
She stares at the sneeze guard on the salad bar, and a man walks into her
line of vision. Is that James? A shy date in junior high, he had to drink five
[ 15]
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Mountain Dews before he'd dance al the Valentine's formal.

His hair is short.

Army? Marines? He must be home on leave. He turns toward the rest room
and doesn't see her.
Marc's car is a 19831empo---thankfully
a Ford. "It doesn't matter anyway.
I work off-site and don't have to worry about where I park my damn car," he
says. He drives SUVs and trucks at the loading yard all day. Truck after truck,
SUV after SUV comes from those trailer-s to be driven onto railroad cars.
"I'm developing back problems

from all that driving."

"Why don't you go to a chiropractor?" she asks. "One of the women at
the lab goes every week. It keeps her relaxed and healthy. Makes her feel
comfortable." Comfortable rwming tests on bodily fluids all day, hoping to God
she doesn't find something wTong. "How was the lab?" Marc asks. Fine." She
Ii

pushes rice around her plate. She diagnosed a young woman with cancer this
afternoon. James is com ing back from the rest room. He walks to the other
side of the dessert bar, but Marc doesn't notice.

He doesn't know James.

The summer after their first year of college, she and James went jogging.
Every morning he'd rein in his lanky legs and keep pace with her for seven
blocks before sprinting the last block so he could beat her to the driveway,
sweaty and grinning.

He'll do well in the army-he's

fast enough to keep up.

After that summer, he sent her emails: ..Hey.things
wanted to say hi.

-J" He

are busy here. Jnst

never signed his full name, just his initial next to that

dash. The dash still drove her crazy. That httle line replaced all of the words
that belonged between his greeting and initial. What did he mean? She never
signed her name either but somehow that was different.
Marc opens his fortune cookie in the middle of the meal, sandwiching
a small dessert between several plates piled high with chicken. Confucius
say: Lovers in triangle not on square. "That can't be for real," scoffs Marc.
He throws the paper ill the middle of the table. "Who writes these things
anyway?" She once got one that said: Alas! The onion you are eating is
someone else's water lily. It is folded ill her wallet, but she doesn't tell him.
She inlagines writing fortunes.

Sitting in an office all day, she could look

out the window onto San Francisco> San Diego, or somewhere in California
and write down fortunes of the people passing by. Confucius say: Coffee
always spill on dress shirt. You will meet someone unexpected. This is yOUT
lucky day. Those types of things.
Marc reaches for the pepper and knocks over her tea. He quickly rights
the glass, but the liquid forms a brown amoeba Gowing off the edge of the
table, dripping onto her jeans. "Sorry," he says. She daubs ather pants with a
napkin. "Go to the bathroom,"

he says.
[ 16]
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There is no mirror. Looking at her distorted reflection in the curving
faucet, she notices how pale the circle of her face looks beneath the dark
blob of hair, She's glad she can't see herself. There are no paper towels.
The stall door is cold when she pushes it in to grab some toilet paper, which
disintegrates into small rolls of white as she scrubs it up and down the spot on
her jeans. It does not soak up the stain.
When she returns, Marc gets up for more chicken. She's not hungry~
though the food smells tangy and exotic. James would tell her to eat, insist
upon it. Like the time they went to the grill and he ordered extra food just so
she could try each kind of potato, fried, baked, and mashed. They both liked
the mashed. She gets up to fill a small plate, slipping back into the booth
ahead of Marc.
"How was the lab?" asks Marc, sitting down with a plate in each hand.
Hadn't they talked about the lab already? She's not sure. "The lab is fine.
Nothing serious. A few infections, but nothing serious."

Except for the

woman with cancer. There are no eggs in her rice because she scooped
around the chunks. James is behind the dessert bar, so he couldn't see her
picking through the rice. She is glad.
The waitress refills her tea and promises to bring more napkins. James likes
tea too. She can't tell what he is drinking now, but she can see his head. Short
hair. It used to be long and wavy. He thought it made him look intelligent.
liked math and went to a Catholic college where there was a monastery.

He

She

went to visit him once and was disappointed that she didn't get to see any real
monks. He majored in economics, but now he's in the army.
What if he never comes home? She has no idea where he's stationed and
can't remember his email address (if it's even the same). She needs to talk to
James, see where he's stationed and copy his address. There isn't any paper.
She could use a takeout menu or the bottom of a signs of the zodiac placemat.
She could just nash a smile, say "hello," whip out a pen, and take down his
address underneath the grinning boar.
Her placemat is already stained with grease, and the snake is developing
a discolored head. His coils darken as he offers the advice: Avoid
procrastination and yOUT stingy attitude towards money. Marc finishes his last
course and piles balls of napkins on his empty plates. James is on the other
side of the dessert bar. She should get dessert.
"I'll get some ice cream, then we can go," she says, sliding from the booth.
The ice cream machine is loud, its hum permeating the restaurant. She should
tell James hello, before it's too late. He is right there. Right there on the
other side of the ice cream. The white bowls clatter as she takes one from the
[ 17 ]
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top of the stack. She pauses-sucks
in her breath with a quick hiss. James
stands and looks toward the register, his dark buzz making a perfect pattern
on his neck.

She should say something,

anything.

She should clear her throat

and cough loudly. She should smash her bowl on the tile floor. She stands
mute as James walks away. His plate has a small portion of leftover fried r ice,
eggs uneaten on the side.
She comes back with a dish of vanilla ice cream and some of those vanilla
wafer cookies that are orangeish and not the color of vanilla at all. There's no
spoon. She forgot to pick up a spoon at the dessert bar, so she scoops at the
soft serve with her wafers. "Use your fortune cookie," Marc says. He snaps
the cookie for her and reads: You can't get there from here. "This can't be for
real," he says, shaking his head with a chuckle as he swipes the check off the
table.

She picks up the fortune and slips it into her wallet.

[ 18 J
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Giving Her Away
My

SISTER AND I PLANNED

to marry brothers so we could always be together.

We joked about the neighbor boys, each a year older than us, the perfect match.
We were going to live in houses side-by-side, and if she needed a cup of sngar,
she could just walk over and ask. I'd always have enough for both of us.
When she broke our plans, she didn't even tell me. We stayed up late together,
telling secrets and laughing so loud that my mom would stomp on the floor of
the bedroom

above us-our

signal to be quiet.

Even then she didn't tell me.

They dated for five months before she fmally did, eyes downcast, gripping my
icy hands between her sweaty palms. "He's a second child, like yon," she told
me, eyes hopeful, connecting him to me in any artificial way she could fmd. I
smiled at her then, gave her a hug, believing it was just one of her rebellious
acts against Mom and Dad, believing she would always love me first.
For a while, it was like that. Things didn't seem serious right away. "He's
just a phase," my mom would say when his car pulled into our driveway.
should have seen it: she'd broken our plans.

But I

When he left for college, she called him every night. I would go to bed
with our light still on, hearing her giggle and whisper her secrets to him,
careful to be quiet enough that I could sleep, quiet enough that I couldn't hear
what she was saying. So quiet that my mom didn't have to stomp.
My mom didn't like him, but I'm the one who tried to break them up. He
wasn't good enough for her, but she couldn't see it. She was blind to himmaybe she just closed her eyes.
There was something about him that I couldn't point to and say "that's why
they don't belong together." It was something broiling just under the surface;
something in the way he looked at her, something in the way his pants hung
too low, the tilt of his baseball cap. He didn't belong with her, with us. "[
don't know what I did to deserve her," he'd say to express his love. The truth
was he didn't deserve her ; there was nothing he could do to change where he
stood, there between me and my sister.
When he said stupid things, she cried to me. She'd drive home from
his college, tear-stained and hiccupping, to be with little sister-cry
on my
shoulder. "You don't have to take this," I'd tell her. "But [love him," she'd
[19 ]
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repeat over and over, between

sobs, a mantra.

And as she sobbed, I kissed her hair and plotted.

I tried convincing her,

exploiting any fault I could find in him. [tried scaring hina away by exploiting
hers. "She can't stand a mess," I'd tell hiro, helpful, , She doesn't look that
good without makeup." When nothing else worked, I used my mom's hurtful
gripes against him, heirloom from her mother-in-law: "lazy,""shiftless,"
"immature."
And then I tried turning on her, using us against them.

He broke the family

dinner with a phone call. "Sure, I'm free later," she assured, shooting

my mom a

pleading glance, "I'm just finishing dinner." Her smile was secretive, keeping
things from me, her confidante.
"It was hiro," I accused as soon as she hung up the phone.

She avoided my

stare. "You spend all your time with him. You don't even pay attention to me
anymore! You don't love me like you used to! You can't!" I waited for her
response, aching for her to choose me. But I was right; she couldn't.

Instead

she ate her food, inhaling sharply and swiping at her face to keep herself from
crying.
When I made her cry, she'd drive to him from home, mascara-streaked
and confused, to be with boyfriend-cryan

his shoulder.

"1'11talk to her," I'd

imagine him saying, protective of what he couldn't deserve. "But I love her," I
hoped she'd say, and come back to me.
And then came the news: he'd taken her out on a star-lit night and given her a
ring that meant forever. There would be no break-up. She'd made her choice.
My mom took me out to lunch to console my raging heart. To fill in

my silence, she talked, volumes of words about sisters and love and forever,
torrents of words about hina and lesser than and not good enough. She used
th e wor d sseh aIways use d : "IaZyl shifU. ess, "".Immature. " It was meant t a
"(I

soothe me, agree with me, settle my stomach or my heart or whatever my
sister had taken from me and given to him. But what did my mom know about
it? She wasn't. the one who had tried so hard to keep my sister. She wasn't
the one whose ears had been filled with promises and late-night secrets. Her
words were nothing, idle rattling of a disappointed mother. My anger was
something; it was live, a heartbeat of its own, an entire symphony of hate.
All I wanted was to release the rage and pain that was pitted, volcanic,
where fierce love had been forced down. And there sat

my mom, unable to

escape me. I felt it boiling in my throat, knew the words were coming, knew
I could level her.
, What do you know about it?" [ snapped at her, incredulous.

, You always

complain that Grandma never accepted YOUlnever liked you, never thought
[20
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you were good enough for Dad." I leaned closer to her, knuckles bending
white as I pressed them against the table, "But look at you You hypocrite!
'
You hate him because you love her! You'll never accept him never like him,
never think he's good enough for her, will you?"
J

She sat across from me, her eyes puddling right there over her bowl of
tomato soup. She would have expected this from my sister, but not me. My
sister was bold, brash, like my mom.
said I got that from my grandma-her

I was the quiet, subtle one. Dad always
"spitting image." Maybe that's why my

mom and I were always arguing just beneath the surface; something aboutme
must have brought pictures of Grandma to her mindAnd that was when I fmally fen into place. Shattered me.
"Oh God, I'm Grandma!" I whispered aCTOSsthe table, "I can't let her go
either." My brain sputtered with a dozen images of Grandma, shuttered film
reeling through my consciousness. Grandma plotting, trying to convince my
dad, exploiting Mom's faults, something in the way she looked at him, or in
the way she crossed her legs. Grandma trying to scare Mom away by turning
on Dad. And then, embittered and jealous, face contorted with resentful bile,
she cried "Lazy!" "Shiftless!" "Immature!" And each time she yelled, I yelled it
with her. And each time she yelled, the words portrayed me.
We cried like that, three generations
our soup, giving her away. 1>

of blind hatred, blind love, bent over
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Amen
SHE'SOLD

AND

SHE'SWRINKLED and she's nothing like me. I wear flare

jeans, for heaven's sake. She plods through her house in a purple paisley
housedress and brown orthopedic shoes, with bright green curlers wrapped
in her rapidly thinning yellow-white

hair, shouting commands and prayers.

She is a relic; even when I was little she seemed beyond old, something
caught up in this decade only by association with me.
"Too tight," she caws at me as I water her flower beds. She doesn't like
the

way my flare jeans stretch across my thighs and butt. "Promiscuous,"

she gripes, and then something in guttural hacking sounds-German
just
under her breath that I can only translate parts of. I'm tempted to throw the
watering can at her, but she's old and she's wrinkled, and there's something
about throwing a watering can at her that seems vaguely trashy and ungrateful
to me, so I move on to water the potted plants.
She doesn't understand fashion or that, no, I cannot eat more mashed
potatoes because Dr. Atkins says I will not fit in my flare jeans if I eat one
more carbohydrate. She dido't have to worry about this when she was
younger because farm work was more of a workout than pilates is. I'm
amazed she knows pilates is exercise, even if she pronounces it pilots.
As I water ber plants, or as we eat, or as she drags ber beavy shoes through
her olive shag-carpeted living room, she clutches a rosary. It's a miniature,
she explains to me, travel size for convenience.

It never leaves her grip.

When she's happy, sbe says a Hail Mary. Wben she's sad, she says a Hail
Mary. When her own husband had a stroke, she drove to the hospital, said a
Hail Mary, and went back to farm work, not a bit flustered that her husband
had been given ahnost no chance of surviving the night. She'd chanted a
few ancient words; it was all she could do. She doesn't have time for love or
poetry.
"Frivolous," she barks atme when I ask for money for school. "What you
need is clothes that are big enough, not more lofty ideas and wordy books."
"What you need is a makeover," I mutter under my breath. I could
have shouted it, because her hearing is almost gone, though her left ear
catches some. Her eyesight is barely better.
[22
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She sits there, chanting, aging,

AMEN
deteriorating,

griping about the way I'm living my life because in her day

thighs were priv_ateand now here I am! wearing flare jeans with a rip just
under the right front pocket, baring too much skin.
I sit by her every Saturday, watering her flowers or reading to her from
the confmes of her porcelain knick-knacked living room. A collection of
hand-painted cats stares out of the china cabinet at me with their oversized
blue eyes. A latch-hooked

cat-shaped pillow props up my head. There is a

depiction of the last supper on the wall, wherein each disciple is depicted
by a cat sitting au a chair, and Jesus stands on his back paws in all his feline
splendor, with a miniature halo balanced, crooked, over one fuzzy ear. And
she tells me my flare jeans mock God's ideal for his beloved creation.
This woman, my grandmother, is supposed to awaken my moral senses,
my parents have explained to me. She's supposed to fix whatever went
rebellious in my personality.

After the police visits, and the late nights,

and the beer cans, my parents decided this arrangement was best. Both my
grandma and I were hesitant. She's old and she's wrinkled, and she's nothing
like me. And I extend her list of things to say Hail Marys for, which, between
watching me water plants and listening to me read the Bible, just binds her
schedule right up.
But I read, every Saturday. She picks the passage and I read, tilting my
head toward her and howling every syllable of the Good News. She closes
her eyes while I read, rocking back and forth in her plush La-ZsBoy recliner.
Sometimes she hums while I read. Sometimes she inserts little "Yes Lords"
and" Amens."
And as I read this Saturday (Proverbs, "for your own good" she tells me)
she lays her head back on her cat pillow and the "Yes Lord's" and the "Amen's"
and the rocking stop and her chest rises and falls, a little whistling noise
coming out of her nose every now and then, a small-scale car alarm.
Quietly I close the Bible and lay it on the couch next to me. I search the
fridge for soda, but she doesn't believe in carbonation, and I scan the channels
on her black and white t. v., but she doesn't get cable, so it's mostly just soap
operas. When I was little, I would play solitaire with a deck of my grandma's
cards to keep myself busy, and I'm in that place again. I begin searching in
the bottom drawers of the large china cabinet, then move on to the bedroom
closet.

No cards. I search until the only place left is the little drawer in the

end table beside the chair my grandma is sleeping in.
I ease close to her, hovering over the purple paisley housedress. She is
alinost blind and nearly deaf, but she's overly-sensitive to movement. I reach
a haud across her and, slower than I'm breathing, pull the drawer open.
[ 23]
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cards. A rosary lies in the drawer-full

size instead of the miniature one she

carries with her. Half hidden under its beads is a sepia-tone photograph,
torn along one edge so that only three-quarters of the picture is really in the
drawer. I brush the rosary aside, wondering where that other fourth is.
The picture is of two teenaged girls in matching dresses. They are
clutching their puffy skirts, hiking them up so you cau see their knees. They
have matching flirtatious smiles, matching bows in their curled hair, and
matching looks of defiance in their eyes. Next to them is a stocking-clad leg,
a dark, heavy shoe, and then that jagged edge of the photograph.

I stare hard

at that leg. Who is that leg?
"I love that old picture," my grandma says, apparently awakened by the way
I'm leaning over her, belly brushing her legs. "Of course, it's a much better
picture with the alteratious I've made." She smiles sleepily and runs a thick,
arthritic fmger over the ripped edge. "Grandmother Sharfineier used to be in
that picture, stodgy old woman! Thought that knees were private. Couldn't
stand those dresses." She smacks her lips, disapproving. I think [ see just a bit
of that defiance from the photograph in her eyes.
I stare at the picture a while longer, scrutinizing it, wondering. I turn to
ask my grandma a question, but she's asleep again, head cocked to one side
so that her good ear is facing me. I lay the picture back in the drawer and
take out the rosary instead. The sheen of the blue beads matches my flare
jeans ahnost perfectly, suggestively. [bunch the rosary up and clutch it in my
hand. I say what I can remember of a Hail Mary, which is mostly just "Hail
Mary" over and over. Closing the drawer, I sit in the recliner opposite of
my grandmother.

I position my arms just like hers, spread my fmgers just

so, turn my knees in so that my feet angle oddly toward each other. Laying
my head back, I turn it to one side so that my left ear faces out toward my
grandma. My eyes are shut and I hear my grandma's breath, soft whistling
like boiling tea. Someone says "Yes Lord." Someone says, "Amen." <$>
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Nests
WE WEREN'T

SUPPOSED TO CUMB

the trees when Mom and Dad were gone,

but Danny said we'd be extra careful.
get the best nests.

Danny said we needed to climb high to

We had three nests already, sitting on the picnic table by the tomatoes.
Brittney (who is our big sister) reached one of them for us. It was at the top of
a little pine tree that she could just barely reach when she stood on her tiptoes.
Brittney is supposed to watch us when Mom and Dad are gone.
''I'm going inside now," she said when she gave us the nest. She looked
sick with her hands holding her stomach.

"Do you see any more nests, Andi?" Danny asked me after she went inside.
We could see her at the window, pressing num bers on the phone. She likes to
talk to her boyfriend on the telephone or read Seventeen Magazine (but she is
only sixteen). She must not be sick after all, I decided.
Danny and I ran around the yard, looking up into each tree. "There's one,"
I said. I spot nests better than Danny, but he can climb trees better than me.
He's two years older than me-and
he's a boy-is why.
He climbed into the tree and shimmied up the limb where the nest was
sitting. "I'm gonna throw it down." He yanked it off the branch. "Catch!"
It fell in a shower of loose, dirty grass, and I caught it. I put it on the
picnic table with the others.
We saw two more nests in the biggest maple tree, and Danny went for the
higher one. I climbed toward the lower one and felt twigs scraping my arms
and legs. When I reached the nest, I straddled the limb and peered into the
nest where I saw three bIne robin's eggs. I picked one up and looked at it
sitting on my palm. I rubbed it with my fmgers and rolled it over.
When I looked up I could see out over the gravel road and the cornfields.
The corn was growing in straight, green rows-s-onlv
time of year.

a few inches high this

I saw Jim riding his bike down the road. He was steering with one hand,
holding a baseball bat in the other. Jim is our neighbor. He wears cowboy
boots and he swears and he is only one year older than me. We aren't
supposed to play with Jim when Mom and Dad aren't home, but we do
[25
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anyway. He usually leaves before they get back.
"Hey! Here comes Jim," Danny called. I looked up and saw his Nikes
swinging high above my head. He was holding onto the branch with his hands
and his whole

body

was just swinging out over air-over

"Dang, Danny! What're ya dOing?" I yelled-and

ten feet of nothing.

then I felt sticky egg

innards on my hand. I'd crushed the egg.
"Nothing," he said. He swung his legs up over the branch and crawled
back onto it. "Just having some fun."
I opened my palm and there was a tiny, barely-beginning-to-form

baby bird lying

in egg white and under blue bits of shell. I chucked it to the ground and wiped my
hands on the branch. Gordie, the dog, ran over and sniffed the little bird and ate it.
"What was that?" Danny asked and I said, "Nothing." I picked up the nest with
the two eggs that were left and climbed down the tree holding the nest in one hand.
Danny's nest was empty.

"What're

ya doing?" Jim rode up on his bike.

"Collecting nests." Danny pointed to the picnic table. He showed Jim the
nest I'd found with the eggs in it.
"That's not very many eggs," Jim said.
I didn't say anything about the egg I'd crushed.
Jim asked if we wanted to play baseball, but Danny said he had a better idea.
We followed him over to the impossible-to-climb

pines where Danny (who

is the tallest) took the bat and held it over his head and jumped up and down,
batting at a nest. It fmally came loose, but it fell in two caked-muddy pieces.
"There's another one," said]im.

He grabbed the bat and bounced up and

down in his cowboy boots, working the nest free. It fell to the ground and
somehow or another only one of the four baby birds in the nest fell out of it.
"That sure shook them up," said Jim. He plucked up the one lying on the
ground and dropped it into the nest.
"Watch out that Gordie doesn't get the baby birds," I said, but the dog was
lying under the trampoline, taking a nap now.
I asked, could we fmd a worm and feed the baby birds, but Danny said we
were nest hunting-not
pet hunting. We already had a pet dog, some barn cats, a
cage full of rabbits, and two turtles. Besides, there was a big nest at the top of the
tree-probably

an eagle or a hawk's nest, he said-that

he wanted to try to get.

He started climbing the tree. Jim climbed in after him. "Race you to the
nest," he said. They were off, climbing higher than I've ever seen them climb.
Brittney must have been watching at the window) because she ran out the
back door, phone pressed between

her shoulder and her ear.

"Hang on, Joe," she said and covered the mouthpiece.
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"Danny! Jim! Get

NESTS

down from there," she screamed.
He ignored her and she seemed to think she'd done her big-sisterly duty,
because she let him be after that and started talking to Joe again.
"Four weeks, I think." She was aU worked up. I watched the baby birds
and pretended not to listen. They were squawking for food, their little beaks
open wide like the mouths of caves.
"No, I haven't told them." She was pacing. The little birds were pink and
kind of fuzzy-but

they didn't have any real feathers yet.

"There's that place that Mary went to in the city." She leaned against the
porch rail and plucked at the petals of a pink flower. They feU down around
her feet, and I thought about how the little birdies would die without their
mama. She wouldn't touch them now that we had-at
least I didn't think she
would. She might not even be able to find them, anyway.
"But see ...

I don't know. Don't you think we could wait a couple more

weeksl Give me some more time?" She started to cry. She hung up the
phone and went in the house.
I watched the door for a minute and then went to check on Danny and
Jim. They weren't anywhere near the hawk's nest.
"Are you gonna get itl" I yelled.
"Too high. We found a different nest, though.

It's reaUy cool." He made

me wait until they got to the ground before telling me why it was so neat.
He thrust the nest at me. I peeked in it and saw three blue robin's eggs and
one speckled white egg.
"Why'd you take it down if you knew there were eggs in it?" I asked.
"Don't you think it's cool?" Danny said back to me. He obviously didn't
have dried egg white caked on his palms.
I told him that we ought to stick with empty nests from now on. I told
them that maybe we could put the nests with eggs and baby birds back where
we got them from.
He told me the birds would never live.
I said it was at least worth

a

try.

He said "okay" and carried the nest with the white egg back up the tree.
I carried the nest with the robin's eggs up another tree-the
right tree. I
couldn't remember which branch it went on, though, so I gnessed and dreamed
that the robin found her nest and didn't notice that one egg was gone.
I went in the house to see if Brittney would put the baby birds back. She
could reach where we couldn't climb.
I told her about the egg white on my hand.
She told me, "I'll try to save the baby birds. I'll try." ~
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How to Say Goodbye
DON'T FORGETA BLANKET,your dad will say It may be sunny uow, but you
never can tell when the clouds will roll in and the wind will pick up,
Grab one
well-intended

quickly then run out the door before he can give any more

rollerblades,

McDonald's wrappers,

advice. Throw it in the trunk of your car, on top of your
used textbooks.

As you back out of the driveway, think about how many payments you
have left on the Buick. Your dad'lI wave then look at the sky
Pretend to pause at the stop sign but remember

the story your mom told

you about the boy who was killed a block from his home and brake quickly.
Look left, right, then left again before continuing. Pass five, six, seven houses
then pull in front of the big white one with the deck. Honk the horn and
begin to open the door.
Hey, she'll say in her high-pitched,

out-of-breath

voice. She'll get in,

buckle her seatbelt, and roll down the window. Smiling, always smiling, she'll
ask: What do you want to do? I was thinking we could buy lunch and eat at
the park.
Agree, yes, that sounds perfect.

Suggest that you get coffee instead. Lunch

is too expensive. She'll offer to pay_ Tell her you just remembered some extra
babysitting money that's been stashed in your purse for weeks. Lunch would
be great.
With food in hand, stash your purses in the trunk. When she asks what if
someone breaks in, explain we'll see them first and scream like hell to scare
them away. She'll cringe. Apologize quickly: Sorry, I'm trying to stop. She'll
understand.
Walk in silence for a few paces then shout: Race you to the top! Run
quickly but let her win. Collapse at the top.
Good thing you thought to bring a blanket. She'll shake it in the air and let
it fall to the ground.
Kick off your shoes and roll onto the warm plaid. She'll volunteer

to pray:

Thank you, God, for good food, friends, parks, and picnics. Bless our time
together. Amen.
Softly echo Amen. Sit up and focus on unwrapping
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your sandwich. Tell her

HOW TO SAY GOODBYE

you heard a story the other day about a man who brought boxes of Bibles into
India and was later killed as he was walking home from a church meeting. Ask
her if she will come back.
She'll smile and laugh sympathetically.
say It'll be as though I never left.

Of course, I'll come back, she'll

Nod and grin. Lie on your back, point to the Ski', and tell her that it looks
like it's going to rain. 0
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ALEISA SCHA T
Mother
1.
My feet feel their way over the smooth oak
Of the stairs, their varnished

Worn soft to a dull matte.

surfaces

Still, they hold

Their shape. I trace my mother, her sileut
lmpression.

These stairs

That carried her in the mornings

To the kitchen, before the sun
Had filled it, shining in the concave faces
Of spoons and the cloudy steel of
The faucet. There was coffee to be made
And her hands moved like a painter's,
Tap water splash into the yellow-cast

letting

glass

I

water

That tasted faintly of metal. She sifted the grounds
That fell in soft black piles over the gauzy filter
And she listened to the wind outside
Moving through the hand-shaped

leaves

Of the maple, like a long hush. She felt it stir
The air near the window that had been left
Partly open. All uight ushering in sounds
No one would hear. She moved her rough soles
Over the cracked linoleum, the soft edge
[32]

Of her nightgown grazing the tops of her feet, sliding
Against her generous ankles. The warm cat weaving
Its body through her legs, its thick fur like a carpet.
II
Once, when I was small
I padded down these same steps, looking
For water. [gripped the rail tightly to keep the stairs
Quiet. It was morning, but there was no light.
From the bottom step, I could see into the
Kitchen.

Framed by the door, my mother stood

Next to the far window, one hand pressed
Into the black glass, the other fmgering the beads
Of her rosary. Her mouth formed the shapes
Of words, and the moon's frail light
Veiled her face. The scent of the peonies
In the table- vase was so heavy it was
Ahnost sound.

Slowly, I went back

Up the stairs and left her to wait for the morning to come.
III.
She moves through the house now,
A whisper, a slender arm of smoke winding its way
Through doors, collecting in corners.

The thin

Blue ghosts of her hands flutter like wings over the
Kitchen sink, the coffee pot. Her quiet petitions brush
Against our faces, like the wings of moths.
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Pressing Apples for Cider
The day is the color of smoke;
only the apples hold the colors
off all-deep

russet, gold,

and some green. The wind
makes itself known every so oftenempty pails are sent clamoring
to the ground, a current of dry leaves
crackles over the grass.
I rut into the flesh of an apple with
a paring knife, and the clear juice
runs over my fingers. I carve strange
geometric shapes, removing bruises and
rutting cleanly away the places that
have begun to rot. Sometimes,
ill ore than I keep.

I rem ove

Behind me, I hear the steady thud
of the baseball bat-someone
is smashing
apples before a second pressing.
I remember

Robert Frost, and his poem

about apple-picking. And while
he used fme words, I'm afraid he
missed the point.
We fill gallon jugs full of the dull, ambercolored cider. Already, there are ten,
arranged haphazardly on the weathered

wood

of the picnic table.
Frost lamented the waste of apples
fallen to the ground, destined
for the cider press. But here, we have
something that is sweet and full-bodied
running down our throats. We hold it
on our tongues like fme wine, and
[ 34]

smile at one another as we sip from
plastic cups, feeling the muscles
in our backs ache from the turning of
the press.
The baseball bat lies near my feet
in the grass, its blonde wood dark
where it is soaked in juice-the

heady smell

of pine and ripe apples.

[ 35]

3 a.m.
The cars are sleeping in the streets,
dark inside, new snow humped
over their roofs and hoods and
trunks. They look more the same
than different, their windows
lidded with white.
By this time, the house has settled
into itself, and it makes the ordinary
sounds-the hum of heat, the refrigerator,
and, here, a sound like water.
Every step over the carpet yields
a small creak, like I am somewhere
I am not supposed to be. The dog
stirs in the corner, pawing after
invisible cats. Occasionally,
a disgruntled little yip.
[ stand in front of the window-delicate
plumes of frost cover the bottom
pane. It is only when I press my hands
to the glass that I am sure
I am awake. The cold travels through

my hands, my forearms-past

the sleeves

of my t-shirt.
The moon edges dark clouds
with a thread oflight. In the yard,
anonymous footprints.
I put some words on a piece of
scrap paper, and leave it lay on the bare
kitchen table. Tomorrow,
they will be nothing more than a long
black ribbon, dropped into the snow.

In the morning, sun pours through
the vague, disconnected

shape of two hands.
[36
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An Ordinary Morning in Managua
after Charles Wright
Under the plantain canopy, the leaves slashed and cast

f

Into the sun-dried mud whisper
oporturndad, libertad, prosperidad
Words tumble melodiously

to the dust,
like the days they came from,

Whose aftertaste we're swallowed by.

Meanwhile, the morning
pushes on about its business,
Unconcerned with such garrulity,
Scatter of sacred nouns from the father's text,
scents morbific

In the thin air listlessSoil, we think, birthing soil, everything starts in soil.

Or so they say. We like to think so
Ourselves, inhaling the razor-sharp
verbs into the lungs
A bit more each year,
Tasting the gastric modernity

I·

in our bowels

Watching the leaves oblivious
hearing their final advice, breathe deep, breathe deep ...
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We Went Up
We went up to the cabin
In the northern

drifts where

Sleeping water takes small bites
Out of wool-wrapped

toes

Where sharp flickers of flame set
Heads on fire with questions like
What does" I 990 Chevy Lumina" have to do with
The rough embrace of the backwoods
Where embers in the belly of a pipe whisper
Smoldering memories of
High school baseball heroes
First cars and the biggest grizzly on record
Where silences of the kind
You're not supposed to write about
Weave with the drifting smoke to fUr the room with
Decades offathers-in-Iaw and college roommates
And would-be all-state base-runners
Where sales leaned to dry
Against the cobblestone hearth ponder
Can you still call it fam e if
Crawling into their weary beds
The legends never even wonder if
Somewhere north of them
Their names are wafting among rafters
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HEPHZIBAH DUn
Corinth
On a ship
in the canyon at Corinth
the rock rises on either side
of silence and awe

my parents comfort me
distractedly, drawn by magnificence
centuries of stone and deep strand of ocean.
Seven years old I know
beauty surrounds me
but all [ feel is sick
my stomach and the laughter
of an old Greek couple
eyeing the stain
on my shirt down my pants
the Mediterranean

is green at Corinth.
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The Vision of van Leeuwenhoek
I polished grains of sand to see
the cosmos stored now

in raindrops still
sliding down window panes
and splashing against shoes
but the vision of sand
showed me great tin and copper
worms that melted into living alloys
with seven searching eyes
that scorched the waters
and I saw them dissolve
at the signs and wonders
of the green serpents curling
upward into spires that twisted
themselves into three great nets
and I saw twenty living beUs
with gaping mouths that spewed
streams of water and divine judgment
against the sin of my presumption
dosing my eyes I left the vision
wrapped around a grain of sand
and continued polishing
hoping that my rasping
raw hands could still repent
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Lagoon
When we were kids we used to ride
our ragged bikes to the lagoon
just outside our prairie town
to watch the sludge spin and churn
like a kettle of split pea soup.
Waves lapped against the shore
lined with decomposing

diapers,

toilet paper, and bones of unwanted
goldfish and turtles.

The whole pot

was stewed by a dry sun
that wafted the stench of waste
across fields of wilting corn.
The lagoon was the only thing
that could make our polite
midwestern parents sink into a slew
of four-letter words. But a farmer
we met at the co-op used to say
that he thought it smelled like profits
from the twelve-foot high corn
he once grew with muck
trucked out of "that shit hole"
We all knew the story of the giant
snapping turtle that once lived
in the sludge until it was sucked
into a steel pipe that jammed hard.
Some deep-sewage diver plunged
fifteen feet down into the sludge
for a whole minute before he emerged
spitting, breathing hot stench, smiling
despite the brownish slime
that dripped from his ears. He held up
the massive shell and we cheered,
knowing that everything would still
keep sucking and swirling.
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in memoriam
whenever I am got under my gravestone
thistles will wrap their roots
around my wrists
and twist through eye sockets
black like blotches of mud
sinking into fibers
of my white linen shirt
but yes!
my dust will soak the green
stickers that claw your shoes
and scrape bloodied furrows
into your legs
living again
is not what we imagined
poor fellow
indeed the sky is better
black like early morning
coffee without cream
stare at the slab: remark
how years have scarred
the polished finish
after all, friend
we are only graven symbols
puddled with rainwater
traced by the blind
of course you must
pull the thistles with your bloodied
hauds while you watch the red
drops seep into black dirt
once old friends
we must now realize
that heaven lies
in the dust under your feet
covering my face
[42]

-Ram
I watch the old ram stare alone
through the steel rods and wire
without love's comfort: old ewes
with thick wool and wide hips
more interested in pulling
last year's hay from the mow
through cracks in the barn.
He's an old purebred
Suffolk standing four feet tall
frustrated

by the fence

but still the only one with the balls
to take on my mother in a bad mood.
I still look at him with reverence
for crushing a five-gallon bucket
as he routed her through the barn door.
We had a lamb born in Februarytwo months too soon it signaled
the beginning of spring and the end
of effective birth control:
barbed wire has never been equal
to the pressing male
need to make ends meet.
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Birthday
He blew hard and the wax
trailed down twenty-three
birthday candles
fell in round droplets
on the white frosting.
Nobody noticed but me, staring
at a specific pink spot
blending with the sprinkles only
slightly less thick.
She cut the cake in uneven rectangles
dark chocolate crumbs fell on the frosting
bordering the crevices of knife lines
but no one noticed
the wax.
Her right thumb, presumably clean
left small imprints as she scooped out the pieces
with a fork
giving him the piece with the droplet of wax
and he ate the cake
but I didn't say a word.
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Waiting for the President:
Sioux Cil)', November 1, 2004

Pohtics smells like mint chewing

gum

passed from molar to molar
for five long hours.
be governor

He'll probably

in a few years,

and I hope he spits out the gumthat stale, moist mint that squishes
through large, straight political teeth.
His suit even has an odor

of dry cleaning and paper wrappers
tinged with the smell of fresh breath.
The vaudevillian lights spin
around the arena, covering crowds
of blue and red people with bright stars,
and the curving speakers blare
liZ, Dixie Chicks, and a chorus
about being "rough around the edges"
My square foot of floor space shrinks
in the growing crowd. The mayor's wife
shifts her weight calmly, gives advice
on how to stay standing at a rally.
Her light beige coat breathes
the heat of bodies and the smile
of the young wheel chaired woman
who is ready to vote. Tomorrow
the polls open, but I have already voted
so I forget the election and listen
to the men analyzing the gapscalculating the exact moment
they will push forward
and brush hands with the president.
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The Color of Alfonse Borysewicz
Red stained glass is heliotropic, leaning
toward the light. Brilliance flies
upward and shines on my face
while the lightness pools at the bottom
collecting on the sill and spilling
onto the floor. I can feel the shadows
seep into my shoes, wicking up my jeans
as I look at the light
wavering opaquely through the glass.
I am a faceless reflection with rubies
in my hair, cold and brilliant
they draw my gaze upward
as heaven and earth diffuse
through my body, balanced in the glass.
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-Sunrise Service, Easter 2005
A heron stands on a log
enveloped by the misty lake
poor fellow. Awake too early
he watches our huddled assembly
gathered at wooden picnic tables
dotted with icy metal rivets. Our breath
mixes with the early fog.
Pastor gives us each a stone

tells us to hold it in our palms
inside our gloves. The rock warms
and slides when I pick up my program
as the heron with outstretched wings
skims the surface of the water
and flies upward.
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She only prays in the shower
presses her cheek to the cold
tan tiles before turning on the faucet
steaming the room, making the tiles
colder. Frustration drips down the wall
in tiny, wet beads that fmd
the channels of grout, and seep
into caulk and wick to the floor.
She focuses on God, on the mold
darkening spots the color
of her eyes. Cleaning the shower
is never worth it. The suffocating smell
of astringent only makes her recoil
alone in the center of the shower,
but these walls aren't clean
so she leans against the tiles
slides down to sit
on the gritty floor, willing her body
to forget the orange deposits
and black mold touching her bare skin.
She stares at the metal drain
as the water swirls into cheerless pipes
the color of her eyes. She prays
raising her face to the shower head
closing her eyes to the hot, stinging water.
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II Pleut
My roommate's

learning French

enunciating
speaking enthusiastically

she tells me

"11 pleut"
It is raining
I look to the sunny sky and shrug in confusion
Trained in Spanish
Ifind myself struggling
to grasp the meanings of the phrases she randomly spouts
This week she's learning about weather and the three phrases she mutters
mirror my love life like a cruel joke

II fait froid
II fait du vent
II pleut
It is cold
windy
and raining
As the most romantic language
one would assume days are never cold
or wet

or damp
or windy
or terrible in France
Everyday in the French language
this love language
should be sunshine-studded

bliss

seeping through edges of outrageous

wonderful magic

because only Lady Luck
[ 49)

or a really awesome magician could have landed you next to this person
But I can't say anything nice about the weather
not "yes what a delightful day we're having"
or "thank you, I'm enjoying the breeze as well"
or even "It is sunny"
I don't recognize the words for warm or pleasant
I just mumble" II pleut" beckoning to a distant cloud
Like a Parisian in a Nebraska corn maze
I am lost in love
I say, "Hi, you have nice shoes"
and spend the next 3 years reminding myself he was barefoot
A foreigner in this territory
I'm not yet aware of the customs
drink the wrong wine and gorge myself on bread
unaware there are feasts to be had
and each time I panic
II Pleut
It is raining
And love, like Versailles,
the most spectacular and ornate attraction
flirting and friending and loving
I stand in its line
I take pictures
hold hands
kiss lips
and then the security guard ushers me through the front gate
locks up and goes home
leaving me with a red sucker shaped like the Eiffel Tower
sticky hands
and a fear of rejection because this ride ends too quick
II Pleut
[50]

It is raining
I fear that love's rules are kept from me like the best-kept secrets of French and
will the stars align
my mouth move and
"J'adore tu "
I love you
And I can count to 10,
but that's 11 more than the number of guys at my door asking for me
Who knew French
would breach this mouth in vain
I need a lover to teach me the way to roll my tongue and deep throat a
word

to describe the warm th of our love

but until that time
Il Pleut
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seed
with the hope for recovery
the salvage of missing weeks
drawn back together as if with nets
collected and drained-and

spread on the table

as one might dry out a wet book
when wet
all my words run through
me with nothing to counter them
and their reactions together
the world as seen from a swing
bend me on the birthing stone
deliver me, 0 lord
when all that comes from me
is wet-and

with blood

what will we do with our palms now
they are for beating-for

the rain

they evolved from a desire to contain
but what now with them chapped hands
stand alone and ready like a grand antenna (he said)
like a radio receiver-and
believe
bury me with seeds
in my hand" tied shut with handkerchiefs
perhaps some word of water comes
late in season like sarah
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Utility
as a child
I watched baseball
in God.
when my brother
pitched Igave him
total concentration.
at the moment of
release I would close
my eyes and plead,
"dear God, let it be
a strike

yet not my
will but yours
be done."
never told my brother
why be won
so many games
but I held it
over him in my head
when he hated me.
heknew it toathat's why he let up
at the last moment
and never hurt

me real bad
cause he knew
he needed me to win.

he needed Jesus Christ.
and the fact of that
gave my life utility:
the reason

why

most people don't

kill most people.
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from an artist dying
now pray
damn it as I prayed
in constriction to shake

my own

confusion

physically
with antiquated tools

unfit for the modern action
iron so rusted it may
shatter before the work
is done
my craft is
the arrangement moving of stones
this has been the spiritual exercise
of all times:
the slaving in the sand
to rectify a pharaoh
a cairn constructed
from prairie clay and limestone
a trigonometry of rock
hewn to chart the eternal stars
so therefore
idiot child of mine
expend your doubt
in the work of prayer
the vain act of moving
stones
I am proof itself
that supplication
takes pains is knotted
wrenched

and hrought

to a tear a name

your bones pulled
[54]

from all their sockets
is the blessing seek it
prayer is hell
if you trust me
and the burns
of my skin martyr
marks
when every moment
becomes wasted motion
circles and circle stones
shivering say remember me
this is not your loungeabout
this is

yOUT

instruction

these frames suspended
above you shall be
the rule of your order
and these images
your book of prayer
wrested from the hands
of the divine the foundry
of your entrails soft yellow
white spoken divinations
now your ancestors are ashed
and here I go with them
so kneel my boy
appeal the god of your fathers
as they did
not with words but with water
stones fire ochre copper charred roots
shake the pillars of heaven
for wisdom as you are
the stupidest of all my children
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the man from gadarenes
memory when I said come with you
you said me back to my family the well
of my former dark noise and you knew
you looked never back in the water
push off without time as if! was mistaken
followers talked bread you laughed them
and the water still
beached sandal steps leave by sea too
home road went through the stones of bodies
familiar spirits in city of baled spaces
my ears flipped me games again I glistened
for pigs rising to shore in legion
rising sea in squeals uproad
ready for more of sncking
my hair and shell my albumen
had me then days before
licked roof of my skull cavity
throat of roots swell fmger my cage
wants lung bags yes
why brains still you memory

them

weed gusted salivation memory them
prints walk long in hard mud
even head mud
clay stepwork in from pressing clouds
smelled vegetables and wine
you look today brother thank yon sister
window leaks my favored pelts dream
of your clearness
I miss you glass face man
when puddle of pigs comes knocking
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His Eulogy
I come from a long line of preachers
so I have a natural urge
to shout" And Jesus said!"
in a throaty Baptist sermonette

in the middle of the E.R. during surgery"And Jesns said!
Hand me that scalpel!"
But I abstain because
I am a confirmed Atheist
with a Buddhist tilt and
ascribing

to Jesus seems a sin

visited upon me, the fourth generation, but
it's in my blood
like oxygen and white cells,
and gnilt and religion
and the time my father told me
medicine flies in the face of God.
But still my hands are gloved and bloody,
thrust throngh epidermis,
fat and disease,

healing that which is corrnpt,
thinking "And Jesus said!
Damn you if yon die here on my shift!"
Bnt with lights low,
machines

quiet and flat,

single sigh of green on black,
I de-glove and fold my hands.
"H e was a goo d"man, I say
to no one, to the space where God should be.
I know my words are lies, because I didn't know him,
and lying is a sin too, but I say it again.
"H e was a goo d man. Amen. "
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Atlantis- The Champlin Precedent
"CHAM:PUN?"

I SAY, TURNING

the ending up in a question.

The teacher stares down at me, repeating the name, inevitably changing it
into something like Champagne/' with a soft c-h. Where is that?"she asks.
II

JI

"Llmm ... near Anoka. Maple Grove, Brooklyn Park, Dayton, Ramsey,
Coon Rapids?" I begin shamefully listing the greats, engaging in the task of
labeling Champlin by what it ahnost is.
Champlin is ahnost Dayton, near Brooklyn Park, borders Maple Grove,
and is the little sister of Anoka. Dayton boasts of its rich rural life, Brooklyn
Park of its urban atmosphere, Maple Grove of its class, and Anoka of its
tradition.

Champlin boasts of being close to them.

I lived in the section of Champlin cradled by Dayton and Maple Grove,
caught in between two-room homes and three-car garages. I worked on a
farm on the Champlin-Dayton

border the summer after my eighth-grade

year. My boss, Mr. Bauer, was a leathery man who taught Government atmy
middle school (in Anoka) during the school year. Farming was his first love.
His wife Barb took a close second.
I was in charge of training the new workers. It was a bright June morning,
and I was already dogging two sixth graders for hoeing too deeply into the
soil, creating drainage problems. The row I was hoeing was lagging as I yelled
at the two of them to work the top soil. "TOP SOIL!" I'd yell from my row.
A th.ird boy, on the other side of me, was going ahnost unnoticed. By
the time I did notice him, it was too late. I had carefully shown the three
boys how to hoe at 7,30 that morning when we'd all arrived on our dirtcaked bikes, but) without a lunch break to sustain his sun-cooked mind, he'd
apparently forgotten my example. He had begrm to hoe out all life instead of
just weeds. Strawberry plants lay unearthed, strewn in his path of Saturday
morning destruction.
While yelling "TOP SOIL!" I hadn't noticed his manual herbicide.

Mr.

Bauer, from the side of the field where he was linking drainage pipe, noticed.
"AARRRgheeeaaaah!"

a shriek with animal intensity ripped from his belly,

through his throat, and smashed into my left ear. My head snapped up, then
toward the destructor. My stomach fell through my intestines toward the
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ground. I felt faint. I felt nauseous.
Mr. Bauer made record time in his sprint across the field. He hurdled
each rOW of strawberries

gracefully, rubber boots kicking up dirt clods, arms

pumJ;'~opped just short of the offender. "What the hell are you doing?" Mr.
Bauer asked, his voice catching up under his adem's apple. The boy stared blankly.
Mr. Bauer crouched and picked up a severed strawberry. His head
dropped into his dirty gloves, and he sobbed. We stood awkwardly, three
trainees and me, seeing our boss, our teacher, bawl in the middle of a field
on a hot [une morning.

But then the soft sob broke.

clutching my dropped hoe.
"Youare the worst damn workers rye had on

Mr. Bauer stood up

my farm," he started slowly,

voice low but rising, "If you don't do your damn job, I'm going to lose my
damn farm to the damn developers, and then where are you going to get a
damn pavcheckl?" His voice on the edge of hysteria, he raised the hoe over the
head of the annihilator.

With swift motion, emotions raging, he flung the hoe

into the side of the barn, where it stuck, wedged in rotting wood, quivering.
"Youbest go home before I get angry." His voice was low again.
We left the field, kicked our kickstands back, and rode away from Bauer
Berry Farm. Mr. Bauer remained in the field, each row of strawberries
around him a freshly dug grave mound of hope.
One thing Dayton doesn't have is a cemetery.
Daytonians.

Champlin is home to dead

It's something we're proud of: The Champlin Cemetery, behold

it in all its iron-gated glory. The Champlin cemetery is old; it dates back
to the black plague, where one can see whole families wiped out in a single
year. Those gravestones are primarily limestone.

Rain and time has etched

pockmarks into them, and names are barely legible. Dorothy L s n, 1865-19 .

JD.

hof,92-19+7
You can always tell which gravestones belong to little kids. If they're old,

they have limestone lambs attached to the top, and sonnets engraved on the
front; if they're newer, they have toys placed around them, the playthings of
the deceased.
My dad used to take my sister, brother, and me to the cemetery when we
were little. It was a playgrotuld of educational history. "Find the oldest," he'd
say, or "Find the one with the weirdest name." I always won these games. I
had the cemetery plotted out, I knew the gravestones,
each represented.
One gravestone always held my attention.

and I knew the deaths

It was a four-sided stone, the

bodies it named displayed in a cross pattern around it. One side bore the
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stark inscription, "Infant Boy, Died Mar. 15, 1885." A perfect, round, one
hundred years before I was born. Somehow this struck me as beautiful.
Sometimes I would sneak a flower from
biggest, the pinkest-and

my mom's garden-the

best, the

go lay it on Infant Boy's grave. I liked to visit it

by myself. I wondered who the boy would have been if he'd grown up. I
wondered what he would have been named. I wondered if he was from
Dayton.
Three or four years ago, a group of teenagers vandalized the cemetery,
knocking over headstones, breaking the wooden cross at the center of
the cern etery in half, and leaving spray paint on the silk flowers left by
survivors. Without a word, the City of Champlin fixed the problem. No
one was ever charged, but gravestones were replaced or fixed, destroyed
flowers exchanged with fresh ones, and a man, of his own time and money,
constructed a new cross.
Father Hennepin founded both Champlin and Dayton. The county is
named after him: Hennepin County.

Growing up I didn't know anything

about Father Hennepin, except that every year, the third weekend in June is
devoted to celebrating Father Hennepin Days. Parades, fireworks, and the
carnival workers move into town, blocking off several roads to set up the Tilta, Whirl and cotton candy booths.
So it is, every june, Champlinites

celebrate the founding of their county

by puking in the ditch of Highway 169 after too many rides on The Zipper. I
wonder what Father Hennepin envisioned when he crossed the Mississippi
into the place that would be named after him, blessing the land and the
people who would call it home. I doubt it was this.
Maple Grove borders Champlin on the opposite side of Dayton. Maple
Grove is all class: huge homes, good jobs, kids enrolled in swanky private
schools. Maple Grove wasn't on the map when I was born, but as I grew, it
did too. Now it's bigger than Champlin. It's sprawling, reaching its greedy
fmgers into Champlin, spreading SUVs, dine-in restaurants, and named
developments-Highpoint,
The Woods, HemmingwayTerrace-into
Hennepin's edge suburb. The contrast is easily visible.
There's an old house butted up against the elementary

Father

school parking lot

that I know as the P. O. W house. The house itself is in shambles; it's covered
in years of grime. Tractor parts long ago discontinued are half-embedded
in the ground around the small yard, and a tattered P. O. W flag is used as a
curtain for one of the few cracked windows. The owner is a war veteran. No
one knows his wife, but his three kids are notorious. The oldest daughter is in
jail. Across the street from her, at the men's prison, is her younger brother.
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The youngest girl is a terror at the middle school.

She throws chairs or

articles of clothing when she gets mad.
The City of Champlin has tried to evict them several times, bnt always has
a hard time of going throngh with their threats.

How do yon throw a Vietnam

veteran into the street withont ronsing pnblic sympathies for him? And so, year
after year, the PO. W honse stands, growing weeds inside and onto
One time, a few years ago, my brother and I were walking past the PO. W
house when we suddenly became conscious of a small, dirty face peering at us
from the bnshes. Trained to avoid strangers, my brother and I glanced at the
[ace bnt hurried on.
Convinced we weren't stopping of our own volition, the bush girl jumped
out onto the sidewalk ahead of ns. "Do yon want a flower?" she asked sweetly,
holding ant one of the daisies that grew dandelion-like in her yard. Her fmgers
were smndged with mud; her dress was torn along the hem.
We were yonng and she looked like a feral child, something from National
Geographic. We refused.
"Do yon want to be my friend?" she asked, plaintive.

My brother walked

awaytscoff mg. They were in the same grade and she wasn't cool. I wasn
t

sure what to do, so I pretended
my brother.

t

I

that I didn't see her and walked past, joining

She stood on the sidewalk behind ns, still holding ant the flower

until I stopped looking back at her when we rounded the corner. The next
day at school she threw her first desk.
Across town new homes are going "P: They build these honses tall instead
of wide because land is expensive, even in the floodplains. They have threecargarages, tiered roofs, maintenance-free siding, and front stoops with
potted geraniums.
When I was in sixth grade, the bus routes for my school changed.
Suddenly I was thrown on a bus with kids from the Highpoint development.
Each day when we got on the bus, we had to tell the bns driver which stop
we got off at, so he could make snre we were on the right bus. Each day my
classmates said" Highpoint" with an air of self-assuredness. I was reduced to
saying"Pilgrim Street" as I walked by, head down, dripping with shame.
Once I actnally got off the bus at Highpoint with the other kids, laughing
aod joking nntil I realized I'd have to walk the mile home as penance for my
oeed to fit in. I walked through the maze of streets, past the Highpoint sign,
lit cleverly by spotlights hidden under ferns, past the PO. W house and down
Pilgrim Street.
When I was yonnger, the only roads I knew were Pilgrim Street and
Highway 169. Highway 169 leads to all places. It begins in Anoka, makes
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a grand sweep through Champlin, and rushes off through Maple Grove,
Brooklyn Park, into the cities and south. Highway 169 seemed magical when
I was younger. Whenever we got into the car, we'd inevitably drive down 169
to our destination. It was where all good trips began.
When I first drove to Iowa to visit colleges, it was a good sign that I was
able to stay on Highway 169 for so long before switching to more westbound roads. Everything on 169 was familiar, and somehow staying close to
it connected me to family picnics, trips to church, and high school jobs. The
fact that Highway 169 led me so close to Iowa was an omen that this place
would be inherently good. Even when it changed to Highway 60 in southern
Minnesota, it gave me peace to know that it was the same road, the same strip
of asphalt that stretched into Champlin.
I wasn't allowed to cross 169 by myself until well after my 13"' birthday.
My mother was certain that the first time I tried to cross-be

it by traffic

light, in broad daylight, with a policeman kindly waving me across-l would
be mowed down by careless drivers. My mother is a pessimist, cleverly
disgnising herself as a realist. ''I'm just being honest with myself," she tells
us. Champlin breeds this mentality, the inferiority complex of the city at
large rubbing off on the citizens. Motorists do not stop for us; they are only
looking for a way to lure us into the street before revving that engine.
"Is Champlin anywhere close to Eden Prairie'

I had a cousin who lived in

Eden Prairie for a while," my teacher tries, still attempting to place Champlin
on her mental map.
Eden Prairie is an hour drive from home. I want to say, "No, but it's pretty
close to the lost city of Atlantis," but I can't.
"Yeah, pretty close," I tell her, sick of explaining.
She nods like the Cheshire cat. "I thought so." ~
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Lydia in Fall
DELLASTOOD

ON HER FRONT LAWN,

gazing at what she'd called home.

It

wasn'thers anymore. She was being moved back to the farm. Never one
to cry, she disguised a tear by coughing and quickly jabbing at her eye with a
knuckle. She tried to recite something biblical about a time for everything,
but the words were somewhat faded and she couldn't remember if there was
a part about leaving hom e.
Della had never liked living on the family farm, and though it took her
some time to get away from it, she'd finally escaped.
twenty-eight.

She'd met Leslie at

He was a farm boy who lived a mile down the road with his

fourth-generation-farmer

father and tyrannical mother. Their conversation

had gone something akin to,
-I'd like to move off this farm and into the city. Raise a family there
maybe.
_I think I'd like to go with you.
-Alright then. That's settled.

We'll book the church for the fall.

A year later, she was married and living in Lydia proper instead of on a
soybean farm that lay just beyond the paved roads of "the city" This is what
she'd wanted. This was her beginning. She'd had to wrestle Leslie away from
the overbearing claws of his mother, but she'd succeeded. He was hers, the
land was hers; it was as if the trees turned colors that fall because

they knew

she liked red.
She treated the yard like a small farm, planning in the winter, planting
during the spring, eradicating clover during the summer, and canning in the
fall. A good deal of time was spent making sure every leaf was burned in
fall, that none of them

lay

on her lawn under snow all winter only to show

themselves in the spring when the snow melted.
then. Some days she felt like uprooting

Leaves were Della's enemy

the whole tree and setting it ablaze

just to solve the problem of raking.
Then there was the fall when Della couldn't rake leaves. Her feet were
swollen to twice their size from being pregnant, and she could barely move.
She sat upstairs, feet up, reclining, farming herself and watching the leaves fall
just outside the window, just beyond her reach. A neighbor woman, leaning
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on a rake, waved. Della raised a hand in acknowledgement.

She was devising

ways to rake without exerting any energy when her water broke.

-Leslie, the baby's come, slie said matter-of-factly, walking to the truck
barefoot because no shoes fit around her swollen toes. Sweat condensed on
her belly as she walked, the purple paisley housedress she wore stretched
across it.
Leslie tore around the corner of the house. He'd been building a compost
bin, and his hands were covered in mulch, his boots caked with mud. He
helped Della in the passenger door, hoisting her up onto the seat with all his
strength and telling her how light she felt to him. Then he sped off, thankful
they lived in town, close to the hospital.

He weaved his way in and out of

the closely blocked houses with carefully sloped, multi-faceted

roofs and

pumpkin-lined front porches. Leslie had bonght a pumpkin this year to make
the house look festive; on the farm they hadn't worried about festive. They
had worried about food and eaten pumpkin pie.
Leslie stood in a cramped, sterile waiting room with another bewildered
man and a woman who occasionally vomited into a paper sack. The room
smelled of cleaning fluid and the sick woman's stomach acids, churned
together into a stench the seemed fitting among the fake potted plants and
pale blne paint.
A nurse stepped into the room and Leslie stood up, ready to follow, but
she beckoned to the other man in the room. Leslie sat down again. The
false start having sent adrenaline into his veins, he felt too alert, too awake,
too aware. He saw the nurse before she saw him. She wiped at her eyes
just before shc turned and saw him. Her eyes flickered some horribly sad
emotion, and then she stared at his feet.
-You'd better come with me, she said.
-Thank you, ma'am, Leslie said back. He followed her down a long,
narrow corridor into a cubicle where Della lay, damp, under white sheets.
Her head was craned back and lay at an odd angle, as if she'd thrown it
backward and let it lay wherever it landed.
-Is she hurt? Leslie asked the nurse.
-No, no, she's fine. Tired, maybe, she said. The nurse stroked Della's
arm soothingly.

Della slowly turned her head toward them, her loose

hair sprawled around her on the pillow. Her eyes had a lost look in them,
something Leslie remembered seeing in a rabid dog his father had taken
hunting but had never brought home.
-Della, he said.
-She's going to die, Della replied, lip curling in disgust.
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Leslie looked at the nurse, but her eyes were on the floor.
_Debra's going to die, Della repeated, turning her head to the side to
cougb and using a knuckle to quickly dab at her eyes.
.You should save the name Debra for a daughter who's going to live, the
nurse offered, reaching out a hand toward Della's hair. Della recoiled from
her touch, staring at her, desperately attempting to control herself.
.Lois, Leslie pulled a family name from the background of his mind, We'll
call her Lois.
_Can I hold her? Della asked, breathing deeply to keep sobs from racking
her body.
The uurse drove her teeth down hard into her lip before answering, using
the words she had been told to say.
.It will be harder on you if you hold her. It will be best to put this out of
mind.
Della's eyes slid closed, one hand dancing abont her throat as if at any
moment it might strangle her. She knew Lois would be buried with Leslie's
family, out on the farm. What kind of life would that be for her little girl,
always on the farm?
Leslie stood beside her, unable to bridge the gulf between them, unable
to think of their new life as dying in the next room, hope being slowly
suffocated.
They drove home in the same truck.

Driving np to the house, all Della

could see were the unraked leaves littered across the yard.
Della stood on her front lawn, gazing at what she'd called home.

Leslie's

father had died three days after Lois. Leslie's mother needed to be taken care
of. Della was being drawn back to the farm, back to everything she'd worked
to rid herself of. And she was going back to the farm to live with a woman
who sincerely believed Della had stolen her only son.
Looking back, Della felt like her second bout with the farm had lasted
longer than life itself, though it had only been ten years. She'd held off having
children for a long time after Lois, mostly becanse she didn't want to have
children out on the farm with a woman who didn't deserve to be called
grandin other. Partly becanse she didn't want to face death again.
But it didn't seem to matter what she did. Death was a part of her now,
wrapped tightly across her ribs and hunkered down in her stomach.

Jnst

when she had stopped ritually kissing her picture of Lois goodnight, just
when her youngest son had turned three, Leslie was peeled away from her
and placed next to Lois in the family cemeteryl a permanent farm boy now.
Della raged, bnt she was silent.

She took out her anger, her sadness, her
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pride on farmwork.

She wore black to the funeral, aud threw the fir-st clod

of dirt into the hollow cut-out in the ground, and ate ham sandwiches with
everyone else afterward. She didn't feel unusually chosen by death, just
chosen by Lydia. There were a million stories like hers. She looked at all the
women at Leslie's funeral and realized tbey too had worn their share of black.
Della had loved Leslie, but she was practical.
needed husbands.

Leaves needed raking, women

Della was married within the year. It was a fast courtship, both Della and
George eager to marry. They lived on the farm only until Leslie's mother
died. After the grave was filled, prayers said, and flowers left, Della, George,
and the two boys left. They drove past soybean farms and dirt roads into
Lydia proper, Della's second chance at city life.
This time, Della settled in without a hitch. Hardships came-one
canning was

POOf>

fall the

one October George died, the boys each moved away in

those long, cool evenings of fall-bnt
lawn, raking the leaves.

Della remained unshaken in her front

Della sits in a high-backed, mock-velvet recliner next to the window
Her granddaughters

dance to the nasal tune of an 8-track polka hit, bare feet

sweeping over the olive shag carpet.
the toes of the other.

One giggles as she accidentally smashes

-Sorrv, Jule, I make a lousy lead.
-Guess you should never try being a man.
-Guess not. No sex changes for me.
Della smiles at them, so open, wearing pants and dreaming big. It's fitting
that they moved away from Lydia. The women in Lydia are still wearing black
dresses, raking leaves, and canning. The women in Lydia are the women of
the past.
A picture of Lois hangs on the wall and as Della looks out the window, the
pudgy baby face is reflected back at her. Della will never forget what it feels
like to hold a baby. Della will never forget the shape of a coffm. Sometimes
she dreams of Lois, waking up choking on the tears she never shed. Some
days she looks forward to death, for the day the cycle will fmally be complete.
For the day when she'll rejoin her husband and baby in the farmland of Lydia.
She watches her granddaughters

swing each other around, laughing at their

silly imitation of the polka and she thinks she can ahnost taste the soybeans. 0
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-

SaltJairy
DISNEY MADE ME DO IT

I understand it now. But at that time, all I wanted to

be was a fairy. Not really of course--just for the afternoon, for pretend.
Mom and Dad were down for their noontime nap-as
all good adults
in the desert country were, and Millie was reading on the white sofa. With

her feet up. She wasn't supposed to have her feet up on the white sofa, but
Mom and Dad were sleeping. It was hot outside; the sand in the courtyard
could burn my feet even when I wore my rubber sandals. The air so still that
the shadow of the acacia tree looked painted on the ground. !climbed up by
Mdlie and the satiny sofa fabric slipped me back down to the floor.
"Millie, let's pretend we are fairies."
"I'm reading."
"And the top of the slide is the-"
"We can't go outside, it's hot outside!"
"Okay. Let's pretend we are fairies inside. You pretend to be the green one
and I can pretend to be the blue one, no, the pink one-"
"It's not fun now that we've said that we're pretending. If you want to
pretend, just pretend. And leave me alone."
I couJdn 't have been too disappointed. Millie read a lot and liked to read
alone. I ran to the bedroom and opened the closet. I put on one of Millie's
dresses because back then she was bigger then me and her dress reached the
floor. It was a proper fairy dress- pink and lacy. I reached over my shoulders
and buttoned two buttons before the rest were out of reach. Then I reached
behind my back and buttoned three more from the bottom. The gap in the
middle, where three buttons still remained, was not too big, so I left the sash
undone. The long strips of lace wonld be like my cape-no,
my wings! And
ifl ran fast enough, they would fly behind, like proper wings would. I ran.
Millie glared at me as I thumped past her sofa.
"Mummy will wake up and shout at you."

"I'm not making any noise,"
II

Why are you wearing church clothes?"

"It's my fairy dress!" I hissed and whisked into the kitchen.
She hadn't noticed that the dress reached the floor; my identical copy
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only reached ... it didn't reach the floor. Giddy from running and my
successful escape, I whirled around in the kitchen, my sash-wings twirling
behind me, till the floor tilted up and pushed me against the table. The salt
shaker tipped onto its side and salt swished over the edge onto the tiled
kitchen floor.
I hked the sound the salt made when it hit the floor. Soft yet hard, like
glass that couldn't hurt you. I picked up the shaker and slowly poured some
more.This

time I saw it-

a brief, falling wisp of white breaking into a

hundred pieces on the floor. The sound again. Like water pulling back from
the beach-s- like fairy dust' I gripped the salt-shaker tighdy and began to
dance around the kitchen, a pink clad Tinkerbell, twirling and bestowing
crystal fairy sparks upon all the world. I let it fall on my hair and my feet, I
shook some over the stove and the table. The fairy dust sounded different on
the stove and the table so I brought it back to the floor and sprinkled more
and more-

till I got tired of being a fairy and went back to the living room

and plopped back on the white sofa.
The lace on the dress held me on the sofa for a little longer but eventually
I slid to the floor, landing with a thump that made Millie look up from her
book. [ grinned, wondering

whether to tell her about my newly discovered

magic fairy dust.
"That's my dress."
"No.

I ran, "I'll put it back, I'm putting it back now!" She ran after me,
outraged that [ had dared to wear her beautiful dress. [ ran into the kitchen,
and was almost out the other door when I heard her slip, a thousand
crystals between her feet and the floor, and fall and slide across the kitchen.
I watched her come to a sudden stop with her head hitting the cabinet and
then her mouth opened to scream.

My parents were there before I had

moved, pelting questions and trying to console Millie, who bawled in pain
and anger.

"She did it. She ... poured salt ... " The pain in Millie's head had not
overcome her righteous rage and she jabbed her finger at me as tears rolled
down her face. I stood cowering in the now-limp pink lace, the sash drooping
around my feet, waiting for the rage that would soon descend on me. But
there was none.

I think they laughed. Didn't they see the salt or feel it? Did they think
Millie was pretending? I can't remember, but somehow it wasn't my fault
that Millie slipped in the kitchen and hit her head. I crawled onto the white
sofa feeling things a child shouldn't

feel. Like guilty. Should I confess that my
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fairy dust had made my sister fall? I sat silently, watching them comfort her in
the kitchen, her red and watery eyes knew what I had done. But deep inside,
I understood that they too knew. But they had laughed and let me be; Millie
had to reconcile herself to kisses and ice in a towel, for no justice was meted
out that day. And as I slid off the white satiny sofa, landing in a puddle of pink,
I felt the pricking of grace.

0
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